Hello Students

Thank you for your interest in this class, we shall have fun creating small magnificent pieces of art glass suitable for jewelry pieces. We will be working with Bullseye glass, and that magic dichroic glass to create those pieces. All the glass that you need will be supplied, along with all the tools necessary to complete your work.

You will be able to set your pieces into a bezel. If you have metal working skills, you can create your bezel around your finished pieces. If you have purchased bezels, we can create your pieces to fit those bezels. Pieces can be hung for a necklace with bails. Rio Grande, Rings and Things, and Bead Works downtown have finished bails that can be glued to your pieces. The glass pieces can become necklaces, earrings, and bracelets.

Please plan to wear cotton clothes and closed toe shoes for safety.

We will have access to the tool room’s kitchen which includes a coffee maker, refrigerator, toaster oven and a microwave. You can refrigerate whatever you need for your lunch. There is no food service available on campus.

I’m looking forward to seeing all of you in class.

If you have any questions please contact the Cabrillo Extension Office.

- Penny